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a b s t r a c t 

We report on the experimental investigation of cavitating flow control over a 2D model of guide vanes 

of a Francis turbine by means of a continuous tangential injection of liquid along the foil surface. The 

generated wall jet, providing supplementary mass and momentum, issues from a nozzle chamber inside 

the hydrofoil through a spanwise slot channel on its upper surface. High-speed imaging was used to 

distinguish cavity flow regimes, study the spatial patterns and time dynamics of partial cavities, as well 

as to evaluate the characteristic integral parameters of cavitation. Time-resolved LIF visualization of the 

jet discharging from the nozzle was employed to check if the generated wall jet is stable and spanwise 

uniform. Hydroacoustic measurements were performed by a hydrophone to estimate how the amplitudes 

and frequencies of pressure pulsations associated with cavity oscillations change with the injection rate. 

A PIV technique was utilized to measure the mean velocity, its fluctuations and the dominant turbulent 

shear stress component, which were all compared for different flow conditions and with the results for 

the unmodified (standard) foil. The effect of injection rate on cavitation and flow dynamics was examined 

for three attack angles, 0, 3 and 9 °, and a range of cavitation numbers corresponding to different regimes. 

The low-speed injection was shown to lead to an intensification of turbulent fluctuations in the boundary 

layer and shrinking of the attached cavity length by up to 25% compared to the case without injection. 

The injection with a high velocity, in turn, causes a rise of the local flow velocity and a reduction of 

turbulent fluctuations near the wall, which, consequently, increases the foil hydrodynamic quality at a 

relatively low energy consumption for generation of the wall jet. However, in this case the vapor cavity 

becomes longer. Thus, the low-speed injection turns out to be effective to mitigate cavitation but the 

injection at a high velocity is more preferable from the standpoint of the flow hydrodynamics. In the 

whole, the implemented control method showed to be quite an efficient tool to manipulate cavitation 

and hydrodynamic structure of the flow and, thereby, under certain conditions, to suppress the cavitation- 

caused instabilities. 

© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

Active control and management of instabilities and inherent

unsteadiness of various origins in hydrotechnical and hydropower

equipment, hydraulic machinery and other flow systems has long

served as an effective means for ensuring high efficiency, relia-

bility and safety of their operation at off-design, transient or, for

any reason, suboptimal regimes. The main challenge is to sup-

press the growth of amplitudes of flow-rate and pressure pulsa-
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ions and, thereby, functional stresses on components of hydraulic

achinery. This applies also to cavitation, which is one of the most

idespread and dangerous sources of flow instabilities. In order

o control cavitation, various means of flow manipulation can be

pplied to the elements of a hydraulic system, which can dimin-

sh the noise level and vibrational loads on the supporting frame-

ork and, thus, eliminate or at least partially reduce the risks of

he occurrence of resonance phenomena. The management of cav-

tation processes is essential both for hindering the development

f cavitation itself and for preventing or diminishing its negative

mpact. This calls for thorough studies of the causes and mecha-

isms of the unsteadiness and its evolution, and their roots in the

undamental physics of the phenomenon of cavitation. In parallel,

here are urgent needs for the development of methods to effec-

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmultiphaseflow.2017.11.002
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Table 1 

Points of the generatrix of the guide vane (GV) surface at different 

cross-sections x along its chord. y up and y down are the transversal co- 

ordinates of these points at the upper (with slot) and lower (w/o slot) 

surfaces with respect to the hydrofoil chord (zero line). The GV thick- 

ness in every cross-section is H ( x ) = y up – y down . The shape of the GV 

model is a cubic spline approximation of these values. 

x / C y up / C y down / C 

0 0 0 

0.1 0.0658 –0.0658 

0.2 0.0898 –0.0898 

0.3 0.1045 –0.1045 

0.4 0.1098 –0.1098 

0.5 0.1087 –0.1087 

0.6 0.0925/0.0845 –0.0981 

0.7 0.0713 –0.0792 

0.8 0.0544 –0.0554 

0.9 0.0312 –0.0312 

1 0.0065 –0.0065 
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ively control cavitating flows, which should lead to further im-

rovements and optimization of the design and operating condi-

ions of up-to-date hydraulic machinery. 

It is well known ( Kjeldsen et al., 20 0 0; Watanabe et al., 20 01;

awakami et al., 2008 ) that, under certain conditions, attached

avities become unstable. According to the modern classification

 Callenaere et al., 2001 ), there are two primary types of partial

avity instabilities. If the instability is generated by the cavity it-

elf, it is called intrinsic, but if it is caused by the interaction

f the cavity with other cavities or elements of a hydraulic sys-

em, especially its inlet and outlet ducts, it is regarded as system

nstability. For example, the well-studied cloud cavitation that is

haracterized by auto-oscillations of the sheet cavity length and

uasi-periodical shedding of cloud cavities occurs for the cavities

f moderate lengths (40–60% of an object extension) and is gov-

rned by the development of an intrinsic instability – a re-entrant

et moving upstream underneath the attached vapor cavity ( Kubota

t al., 1989; Brandner et al., 2010; Peng et al., 2016 ) or bubbly

hocks propagating in high-void-fraction bubbly mixtures in the

eparated cavity region ( Reisman et al., 1998; Ganesh et al., 2016 ).

he only requirement for this type of instability to develop is that

he attached cavity thickness must be noticeably larger than the

ne of the jet. In case of a bubbly mixture, the thickness of the

ropagating discontinuity is equal to that of the cavity. The most

revalent case of system instabilities is so called cavitation surge

see description in Callenaere et al., 2001; Duttweiler and Brennen,

002; Iga et al., 2011 ) that is common for relatively long and thin

avities (with length in the range of 75–100% of a test body chord

nd thickness comparable with that of the re-entrant jet, though

he jet itself does not exist in this case). If so, auto-oscillations of

he cavity length are conditioned by the propagation of pressure

aves along the test channel. Besides, spectra of pressure pulsa-

ions relevant to the intrinsic and system instabilities differ sub-

tantially: the former occur at frequencies two or even more times

igher than those for the latter. 

Control of cavitation inception and development can be

chieved by both active and passive methods. At present, there are

everal promising approaches of active management of cavitating

ow based on diverse underlying principles, some of proved effi-

iency in practice. The most known among them are the control

f cavitation nuclei number by means of ultrasound or electroly-

is ( Chatterjee et al., 1997, 2004 ), injection or suction of a liquid

 Chang et al., 2011 ), polymer solution ( Chahine et al., 1993; Chang

t al., 2011 ) or gas ( Mäkiharju et al., 2015 ) through the surface of

 test object and forced boundary layer transition to turbulence by

pplying external disturbances ( Franc and Michel, 1988 ). In all pas-

ive methods, cavitation control is realized by modifying wall prop-

rties in one way or another, without energy supply to the flow:

election of a material with certain attributes ( Tassin Leger and

eccio, 1998 ), patterning of irregular ( Coutier-Delgosha et al., 2005;

hurkin et al., 2016 ) or regular ( Kawanami et al., 1997; Ausoni

t al., 2012; Danlos et al., 2014 ) roughness and use of flexible coat-

ngs ( Akcabay et al., 2014; Zarruk et al., 2014; Wu et al., 2015 ).

owever, one of the simplest in implementation and effective tech-

iques of flow control is likely to be a continuous tangential liq-

id injection along the surface of the test body to feed the bound-

ry layer with additional momentum to overcome adverse pressure

radient ( Kozhukharov et al., 1985 ). Nonetheless, extensive infor-

ation on using this approach to manipulate cavitation is scarce

n the literature. 

This paper aims at experimental verification of a possibility to

ontrol cavitation and turbulent structure of the flow by generat-

ng a wall jet along the suction side of a test hydrofoil through

 spanwise slot channel in the surface and assessment of its ef-

ectiveness for partial cavity flow manipulation. The present study

s based on an analysis of visual observations of partial cavities
athered by high-speed imaging, information from power spectra

f pressure pulsations caused by cavitating flow unsteadiness and

IV measurements of spatial distributions of the mean velocity and

urbulent characteristics. The results are compared with those for

 standard (i.e., without slot) hydrofoil of the same chord length. 

. Experiment 

.1. Experimental setup, test object and control system 

The experiments were carried out in the cavitation tunnel in

utateladze Institute of Thermophysics SB RAS. An explicit descrip-

ion of the test rig and experimental conditions can be found in

ravtsova et al. (2014) . The test object was a scaled-down model

f guide vanes (GV) of a Francis turbine with the chord length

 = 100 mm. The GV section was equipped with a spanwise slot

hannel in its upper surface, through which liquid was injected in

orm of a wall jet, so that the hydrofoil remained two-dimensional

ut asymmetric. Fig. 1 shows its shape and a schematic of flow

rganization. The GV profile can be reconstructed using the gener-

trix data given in Table 1 . Apart from the slot, which itself (with-

ut jet) can affect the flow conditions, the GV model was made

s close as possible to its original geometry. It has a blunt trail-

ng edge (which is typical for full-scale guide vanes) with a thick-

ess of 1.3 mm unlike the sharp one used in our previous study

 Timoshevskiy et al., 2016 ). The maximum thickness of GV was

 

max = 0.2206 C in the cross-section x max / C = 0.4396 measured from

ts leading edge (see Fig. 2 ). The GV aspect ratio was S / C = 0.8,

here S = 80 mm is the foil span that is equivalent to the width of

he test channel (with 250 × 80 mm cross-section). Its rotating axis

as somewhat shifted toward the trailing edge with respect to the

oil geometric center and was located at a distance of 0.54 C from

ts leading edge. The GV model was supported as a cantilever on

ne of the test section sidewalls adjoining tightly to both of them,

ith the distance between the test section inlet and the hydro-

oil axis being 755 mm. The hydrofoil was manufactured of brass

ith the mean level of surface roughness of about 1.5 μm. The in-

estigation was performed for the attack angle α of 0, 3, 9 and

2 °. In order to achieve diverse cavitation regimes in the experi-

ents, the cavitation number σ = ( p 0 –p V )/( ρU 0 
2 /2) was varied by

hanging the static pressure p 0 and/or the mean flow velocity U 0 .

ote that p V is the saturation vapor pressure of the operating liq-

id (distilled water) and ρ is the liquid density. 

As mentioned above, in order to manipulate the flow, the GV

oil was equipped with a spanwise slot channel that is the exit

ection of the spanwise-uniform nozzle located inside the GV. The

perating liquid was supplied by means of a centrifugal pump or
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Fig. 1. (A) 3D schematic and (B) photo of the fabricated guide vane (GV) model with a rotary-fixing element attached. The maximum GV thickness of H max / С = 0.2206 is 

reached at the distance of x max / С = 0.4396 from its leading edge. The rounding radius of the foil leading edge is 1.97 mm, the height of the blunt trailing edge is 1.3 mm. 

Fig. 2. Comparison of the two shapes of the GV model: (A) the full-length image and (B) the blow-up of the near-slot region corresponding to the box-shaped area in image 

(A) with inverted overlapping of the foil diagrams. The black sketch corresponds to the modified GV section with the slot channel on the upper surface and the blunt trailing 

edge, whereas the grey one is for the standard GV profile with the sharp trailing edge from Timoshevskiy et al. (2016) . 
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driven by a natural pressure gradient from a bypass circuit directly

into the inner nozzle along a pipeline with the inner diameter of

13 mm that passed within a rotary-fixing element (extension of the

rotating axis) of the GV profile and then released into the main

flow through the slot channel. In the bypass circuit, the liquid was

sucked in upstream of the honeycomb of the major loop of the ex-

perimental rig. The liquid from the bypass line was partially sup-

plied to the test section and the rest of it was returned back into

the facility, immediately in front of the entrance to the pumping

group, so the total amount of the operating liquid in the tunnel

was constant. The nozzle chamber inside the hydrofoil was of a he-

lical configuration contracting to the outlet ( Fig. 1 -A). The contrac-

tion ratio of the nozzle (i.e., the ratio of its intake area to the dis-

charge one) equals to 3.16. The outlet cross-section of the slot noz-

zle was h N = 0.6 mm in height and a N = 70 mm in width and was

located at the distance of 0.6 C from the GV leading edge. Thereby,

the liquid was injected across the entire span of the vane excluding

two end caps (each of 5 mm width). The height of the ‘backward-

facing step’ (i.e., the overall vertical dimension of the slot and the

lip) was 0.8 mm (see details in Fig. 2 ). In the experiments, the

liquid flow rate through the slot channel did not exceed 0.7 l/s

(measurement uncertainty of 2%), which corresponded to the max-

imum injection velocity of the generated wall jet of U inj = 16.7 m/s.

The nonuniformity of the velocity profile of the wall jet along the

slot nozzle (in the spanwise direction) is assessed to be within 5%

(based on the maximum value) for U inj / U 0 > 0.15. If the injection

rate is lower than this threshold, the profile nonuniformity pro-

gressively increases with decreasing the jet velocity but does not

exceed 30%. 

The injection rate is the key parameter that (in addition to the

attack angle α and the cavitation number σ ) governs the flow and

the cavitation regime. It needs to be defined in a general man-

ner that could be used to scale-up and extrapolate the labora-

tory results obtained on simplified and idealized flow models to

real situations. The simplest and most practical criterion is the

ratio of the velocity of the injected liquid to the mean flow ve-

s  
ocity U inj / U 0 , which can give an indication of the ability of the

all jet to overcome the adverse pressure gradient, for instance

hen U inj / U 0 ≥ 1. However, physically more appropriate one is, per-

aps, the momentum ratio of the wall jet and the oncoming flow.

his has been labelled as the jet momentum coefficient C μ (e.g.,

ozhukharov et al., 1985 ), which identifies the momentum (and,

ndirectly, the amount of energy) spent to produce the wall jet

ith respect to that of the main flow. The coefficient C μ can serve

or a quantitative assessment of the power of the controlling flow.

epending on the considered flow parameters, this coefficient can

e expressed in different ways. In this study, it was defined as the

atio of the momentum input through the slot channel to the mo-

entum imparted to the hydrofoil by the primary flow due to its

locking according to the following formula: 

 μ = 

m inj U inj 

m 0 U 0 

= 

U 

2 
inj 

U 

2 
0 

S N 
S M 

= 

U 

2 
inj 

U 

2 
0 

h N a N 
ha 

, 

here m inj is the mass flowrate of liquid discharging from the slot

hannel with the outlet cross-section area S N , m 0 is the equivalent

ass flowrate of liquid of the main flow that would pass through

he frontal (midsection) area S M 

of the hydrofoil in case of its ab-

ence, h is the height of the GV midsection, i.e. the section where

he foil projection onto the y -axis depending on the attack angle

takes its maximum value ( h = H 

max at α = 0 °). Here, C μ can be

egarded to be approximately equal to 0.024 U inj 
2 / U 0 

2 for all the

onsidered attack angles α because of their relative smallness. 

.2. Measurement and visualization techniques 

In the present research, we used a high-speed imaging to study

ynamics and spatial patterns of partial cavities or transient bub-

les on the foil suction side and evaluate their integral parame-

ers, such as the maximum (for unsteady regimes) and average (for

teady flow conditions) length of a cavitation area, periods of at-

ached cavity oscillations, characteristic frequencies of cloud shed-

ing process and the maximum size of travelling bubbles. The vi-

ualization was performed at the sampling rate of 20 kHz with an
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Table 2 

Absolute and relative errors in determining the cavitation number for the max- 

imum and minimum mean flow velocities at the two angles of attack provided 

that δU = 2% on the average. 

Flow parameters α = 3 ° α = 9 °

U 0 , m/s 11.7 13.1 8.9 11 

p 0 , kPa 91 74 116 98 

σ 1.26 0.82 2.82 1.56 

�σ 0.072 0.05 0.15 0.088 

δσ = �σ / σ 5.7% 6.1% 5.3% 5.6% 
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1 Hereinafter, we imply that � relates to absolute error while δ denotes relative 

one. 
2 This is admissible since, when the temperature changes even by two degrees 

from 29 to 31 °C, p V alters only from 4.01 to 4.49 kPa, which is too small to affect 

the experimental data. 
ptical magnification of 0.11. In order to measure flow velocity over

he suction side of both hydrofoils and quantify the mean and tur-

ulent flow characteristics, a two-dimensional PIV method with an

ptical magnification of 0.11 and a high spatial resolution (0.52 mm

quare for each velocity vector) was employed. These two meth-

ds are comprehensively described in Kravtsova et al. (2014) along

ith the details on calculation and validation of the velocity fields

nd assessment of the measurement uncertainties for different tur-

ulence characteristics. In addition to high-speed imaging and PIV

easurements, the wall jet was visualized by laser-induced fluo-

escence (LIF) with a high temporal resolution (10 kHz) and hy-

roacoustic signals were analyzed to determine the dominant fre-

uencies of pressure variations associated with attached cavity os-

illations and periodic cloud shedding. 

For the wall jet visualization, water dyed with Rhodamine 6G

as injected from a pressurized tank into the bypass circuit and

hen led to the nozzle settling chamber. The flow rate of water

ith the dissolved fluorescing paint did not exceed 30 l/h and was

aried to adjust the dye concentration in the jet to 50-150 μg/l, de-

ending upon the injection rate (the jet velocity). The flow rate

as controlled by changing the pressure difference between the

ank and the bypass line and was determined by measuring the

hange of the water level in the pressurized tank with time. In

rder to illuminate the wall jet, we used a PIV-system with a

igh temporal resolution consisting of a pulsed Nd:YAG Photon-

cs Industries DM-532-50 laser (wavelength 532 nm, repetition rate

0 kHz, pulse energy 7 mJ, pulse duration 190 ns) with laser beam

ptics, a high-speed Photron FASTCAM SA5 CMOS-camera (digit ca-

acity 12 bits, resolution 1024 × 1024 pix., acquisition rate 7 kHz)

quipped with a Nikon AF Micro-Nikkor 200 mm f1/4D IF-ED lens

nd a low-pass optical filter (transmission edge at 570 nm) and a

erkeley Nucleonics Corporation pulse/delay generator (model 575)

or external synchronization. The optical magnification of the mea-

urement system was 0.6. The LIF visualization was performed in

wo configurations. In the first one, the camera line of sight was

erpendicular to the laser light sheet as in the conventional 2D

IV technique to check how stable the wall jet generation is and

o observe the dynamics of vortical and cavitation structures. In

he second configuration, the laser beam was swept over the area

f 7 mm streamwise and 70 mm spanwise dimension on the GV

urface including the slot channel. The camera was shifted upward

ompared to the previous configuration and inclined at 25 ° angle

o the hydrofoil plane at zero attack angle to verify the spanwise

niformity of the jet flow. 

Local pressure was recorded in the wake of both GV profiles

y means of a hydroacoustic pressure transducer flush-mounted

nto the sidewall of the test section using wax as a sealant. The

ransducer used is a hydrophone Brüel&Kjær Type 8103 (sensor di-

meter – 9.5 mm, voltage sensitivity – 24.6 μV/Pa, measurement

requency range – from 0.1 Hz to 180 kHz, frequency response –

 3.5 dB for 0.1 Hz and –14 dB for 180 kHz (re 250 Hz), measuring

ncertainty – ±0.25 dB at 250 Hz). It was positioned at the cen-

er of the test section in the vertical direction and 80 mm shifted

ehind the GV trailing edge to record hydroacoustic signal in the

ake of both hydrofoils and derive power spectra of pressure pul-

ations. The sidewall at which the hydrophone was fixed is a black-

olored duralumin plate of 10 mm thickness that is vibrationally

solated by rubber pads from the resting part of the test section

nd the experimental facility as a whole. Pressure variations in-

ide the slot nozzle chamber were registered by a piezoresistive

ressure transmitter with an open diaphragm Keller PAA-25 (sen-

or diameter – 15 mm, pressure limits – 0–4 bars, sampling rate

10 kHz, measurement uncertainty – 0.25%) that was installed at

he end of the rotary-fixing element of the modified GV foil. The

ampling rate of the both pressure sensors was 10 kHz during the

ests, so their maximum measured frequency was 5 kHz. 
.3. Instrumentation and measurement uncertainties 

The foil inclination was determined using an optical quadrant

ith the measurement uncertainty of 0 °0 ′ 30 ′ ′ , which allowed us

o set the attack angle manually with a precision within about

.1 °, the main inaccuracy originating from the error in position-

ng the zero level. The static pressure p 0 was measured at a side-

all of the test channel near its inlet by a diaphragm strain-gauge

ressure transducer with imprecision of �p = 1.5 kPa. 1 During the

ests, the water temperature was kept at 30 °C with uncertainty

f ±0.1 °C by means of a thermoregulator consisting of a copper

0 Ohm resistive temperature transducer, a cooling circuit and an

lectromagnetic valve that was activated by a PID-control unit to

tart/stop coolant supply to the cooling circuit. The saturation va-

or pressure p V at this temperature was found in the reference

ook ( Dean, 1999 ) to be equal to 4.24 kPa. As the variations in

he water temperature are very low, the vapor pressure can be re-

arded as constant. 2 The mean flow velocity U 0 was measured by

IV in the central vertical longitudinal section of the test channel

from top to bottom) close to its inlet. The typical measurement

rror of the cross-correlation procedure used in the PIV approach

oes not exceed 0.1 pixel for a 32 × 32 pixel interrogation area,

hich corresponds to δU = 1% and 4% for the particle displace-

ents of 8 and 2 pixels, respectively (see details in Kravtsova et al.,

014 ). The measurement uncertainty of the Reynolds number that

s based on the foil chord length and the mean flow velocity is

irectly proportional to δU and equals roughly 2% since, for the

easured velocity fields, δU ≈ 2% on the average. Thereby, the in-

ccuracy in determining the cavitation number can be expressed

s follows: 

σ = 

2 

ρU 

2 
0 

(
�p ∓ 2�U 

U 0 
[ p 0 − p V ] 

)
= 

2 

ρU 

2 
0 

( �p ∓ 2 δU [ p 0 − p V ] ) . 

he assessed values for the limiting mean flow velocities (i.e., its

aximum and minimum values at the incidence angle of 3 and 9 °)
re presented in Table 2 . So, the cavitation number was ascertained

ithin a precision of nearly 6%. 

The estimated measurement uncertainties of the integral pa-

ameters of partial cavities and transient bubbles extracted from

he visual data are presented below. The imprecision in evalua-

ion of the size of travelling bubbles was 2 pixels or 0.36 mm for

he spatial resolution of 0.18 mm per pixel. The sheet cavity length

 C was measured with a higher inaccuracy of �L C = 15 pixels or

.7 mm with respect to the transient bubble diameter for the same

patial resolution because of spanwise variations of the cavity ter-

inus and shedding of relatively small clouds from its closure. The

trouhal number St = fC / U 0 that corresponds to the frequency of

heet cavity oscillations or cloud shedding can be found from the
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Table 3 

Absolute and relative errors in determining the Strouhal number for the max- 

imum and minimum frequencies of sheet cavity length pulsations (or cloud 

shedding) at the two angles of attack provided that δU = 2% on the average. 

Flow parameters α = 3 ° α = 9 °

f , Hz 18 26 18 135 

T , ms 55.6 38.5 55.6 7.4 

U 0 , m/s 13.1 13.1 11 11 

St 0.14 0.2 0.16 1.23 

�St 0.004 0.007 0.005 0.116 

δSt = �St/St 2.9% 3.5% 3.1% 9.4% 
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visual data with the following uncertainty: 

�St = 

C� f 

U 0 

∓ C f�U 

U 

2 
0 

= 

C 

U 0 
( � f ∓ fδU ) 

= 

C 

U 0 

(
�T 

T 2 
∓ δU 

T 

)
= 

C 

U 0 T 
( δT ∓ δU ) . 

Table 3 displays the absolute and relative errors in determining

the Strouhal number. The results shown take into account that

the moment of breakdown of an attached cavity interface can

be determined visually with an inaccuracy of �T = 11 frames or

0.55 ms for the interframe interval of 50 μs (the acquisition rate of

20 kHz) which arises due to the cavity detachment occurring non-

simultaneously over the hydrofoil span. Thus, the Strouhal number

of cavity length oscillations (or cloud shedding) can be estimated

with a relative error not exceeding 4% for large-scale cavity length

pulsations that are typical for cloud cavitation or cavitation surge

and within 10% for short cavities characterized by high-frequency

shedding of relatively small clouds. The other quantities used for

data analysis in the current research are derivatives of those de-

scribed above. So, their measurement errors can be expressed as a

superposition of the uncertainties of their components. 

3. Results 

We present here a selection of results of the experimental study

on manipulation of cavitating flow over the GV model by a wall

jet at the attack angles α = 3 ° and 9 ° in comparison with the re-

sults for the standard (i.e., unmodified) hydrofoil. The geometry

of the latter was specified in Timoshevskiy et al. (2016) . The sec-

tion is divided into three subsections. In the first two, experimen-

tal data for the smaller ( α = 3 °) and larger ( α = 9 °) foil inclinations

are presented, whereas in the third subsection a brief summary

is given of the discovered effects of the wall jet on the cavitat-

ing flow, together with an assessment of the effectiveness of the

implemented flow-control method. In the first and second subsec-

tions, we distinguish four flow regimes on the cavitation number

some of which are dependent upon the injection velocity: single-

phase flow, travelling bubbles or cavitation sheet, transitional cavi-

ties and unsteady cavitation. The governing parameters for all flow

conditions considered in the study are listed in Table 4 . For each

regime except for travelling bubbles at α = 3 ° and transitional cav-

ity at α = 9 °, we first compare the cavitation patterns, turbulent

structures and power spectra of the pressure variations (only in

unsteady regimes) for the standard and modified GV profiles un-

der unforced flow conditions (i.e., without injection) and then as-

certain how they change as the injection velocity is increased. The

cavitation patterns captured by high-speed imaging are used to

recognize the cavitating flow regime, examine spatial structure of

cavitation, qualitatively estimate spatial density of transient bub-

bles and measure the integral characteristics of partial cavities

and travelling bubbles. Visual observations by high-speed LIF are

needed to trace the development of the generated wall jet and

verify whether it is stable in time and spanwise uniform. Turbu-
ent flow structures are discussed based on the two-dimensional

istributions of the streamwise components of the mean velocity

nd turbulent characteristics by way of turbulence intensity and

he Reynolds stresses nearby the GV surface. 

Figs. 3 and 7 show distributions of the streamwise component

f the time-averaged velocity in the form of velocity defect ( U –

 0 )/ U 0 , the streamwise rms (root-mean-square) component of the

uctuating velocity ̃  u / U 0 and the Reynolds shear stress 〈 u υ〉 / U 0 
2 in

everal cross-sections along the GV surface baseline projected onto

he foil chord. So, the x -axis is directed streamwise, independent of

he attack angle α, and the y -axis is always orthogonal to the flow

irection. In every cross-section, y / C = 0 corresponds to a point on

he upper (with a slot) side of the GV foil. The origin of coordi-

ates ( x / C = 0, y / C = 0) coincides with the GV leading edge at the

ttack angle α = 0 ° in the measurement plane. Thus, the slot chan-

el is positioned at the point ( x / C = 0.6, y / C = 0). In order to facili-

ate a direct comparison, all plots are presented together for both

odifications of the GV model and different U inj / U 0 . The interfacial

oundaries of the attached cavities extracted from the visual data

re depicted in the graphs as solid and dashed lines for different

njection rates. Below, we define the boundary layer (BL) thickness

BL as the distance from the foil surface along the y -coordinate at

hich the mean velocity is less than or equal to 0.95 of that at

nfinity. As said above, the visual data (see Figs. 4 and 8 ) are used

o evaluate the integral parameters of partial cavities and travelling

ubbles. To estimate the maximum cavity length for unsteady flow

onditions, we applied the following criterion: the bulk of the cav-

ty interface must remain glossy (undisturbed) so that no breakup

f the cavity interface or shedding of even small clouds from the

avity closure could be observed. The spanwise dimension of the

avitation area in case of travelling bubbles was determined as a

ongitudinal extent from an imaginary transverse line at which the

ransient bubbles arise to the one at which they collapse. Periods

f attached cavity length pulsations were measured as time inter-

als between the consecutive moments of the cavity detachments

r collapses. 

.1. Small attack angle ( α = 3 °) 

.1.1. Cavitation-free flow 

In the subcavitating case ( σ = 1.26) at α = 3 °, the intensity

f turbulent fluctuations in the boundary layer (BL) unexpect-

dly turns out to be more than 60% higher for the standard GV

 ̃  u / U 0 = 0.176 at x / C = 1, y / C = 0.023) compared to the modified foil

ithout injection ( ̃  u / U 0 = 0.108 at the same point) (see Fig. 3 -B.1),

lthough the shape of the modified GV is obviously less stream-

ined. This circumstance is presumably conditioned by the dif-

erence in geometries of both hydrofoils (mainly by the pres-

nce/absence of the slot nozzle, Fig. 2 -A). Indeed, for the modi-

ed GV, after the BL separation from the ‘backward-facing step’

ormed by the slot channel and its lip the flow reattaches in a lam-

nar manner to the GV surface downstream, admittedly forming a

ecirculation zone between the nozzle exit and the reattachment

oint. However, since the rear part of the modified GV is thicker

between the cross-sections x / C = 0.72 and 1.0, Fig. 2 ) and, there-

ore, the adverse pressure gradient is lower in this region, turbu-

ization of the BL on the GV model with the slot occurs slower.

nce the liquid injection with a low ( U inj / U 0 < 1) relative velocity is

tarted, it causes a significant augmentation of the modulus of the

ean velocity defect near the trailing edge ( x / C = 1) of the mod-

fied GV section. For instance, when U inj / U 0 = 0.64 ( C μ = 0.01), the

ean velocity defect increases from |( U –U 0 )|/ U 0 = 0.59 for the un-

orced flow conditions (i.e., without injection) up to 0.85. So, their

ifference is �U / U 0 = 0.26 ( Fig. 3 -A.1), though the BL thicknesses

n both cases are equal to δBL ≈ 0.05 C . In addition, when the injec-

ion takes place, turbulent fluctuations grow above the foil termi-
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Table 4 

Summary of the regimes for the modified GV model considered in the study in comparison with those for the unmodified one. 

Flow conditions U inj / U 0 C μ L C 
max / C a D B , mm St 

α, ° σ / regime 

3 1.26 subcavitating flow standard no cavitation no bubbles steady regimes 

0 0 

0.32 0.002 

0.51 0.006 

0.64 0.01 

1.07 0.028 

1.32 0.042 

0.93 travelling bubbles / transitional regime standard 0.51 2.6 

0 0 0.47 1.9 

0.23 0.001 0.46 3.4 

0.43 0.004 0.47 4.5 

0.65 0.01 0.44 4.3 

0.79 0.015 0.46 5.4 

0.93 0.02 0.48 4.7 

1.09 0.028 0.49 3.4 

1.26 0.038 0.5 2.9 

0.87 transitional regime / cavitation surge standard 0.57 1.5 0.1 

0 0 0.51 1.6 0.08 

0.24 0.001 0.46 2.3 steady regimes 

0.49 0.006 0.51 2.9 

0.73 0.013 0.52 3.1 

0.85 0.017 0.53 3.6 

0.97 0.023 0.54 3.3 

1.07 0.028 0.55 2.7 

1.28 0.039 0.59 2.6 

0.82 cavitation surge standard 0.6 1.8 0.1 

0 0 0.58 1.6 0.09 

0.25 0.002 0.52 1.7 0.09 

0.5 0.006 0.53 2.1 0.09 

0.75 0.013 0.56 2 0.085 

0.86 0.018 0.62 2.1 0.1 

0.96 0.022 0.61 2.1 0.1 

1.1 0.029 0.68 2.3 0.1 

1.25 0.037 0.7 1.8 0.1 

9 2.82 subcavitating flow standard no cavitation no bubbles steady regimes 

0 0 

0.22 0.001 

0.45 0.005 

0.67 0.011 

1.12 0.03 

1.35 0.044 

1.49 0.053 

1.66 0.066 

2.17 subcavitating flow / sheet cavity standard 0.08 

0 0 0.13 

0.045 4 �10 −5 0.03 

0.21 0.001 0 

0.41 0.004 0 

0.66 0.01 0 

1.07 0.028 0.17 

1.29 0.039 0.21 

1.38 0.046 0.23 

1.55 0.058 0.27 

1.96 sheet cavity standard n/a 

0 0 0.38 

0.13 0.0 0 04 0.37 

0.26 0.002 0.33 

0.46 0.005 0.32 

0.59 0.008 0.35 

0.85 0.017 0.38 

1.04 0.026 0.37 

1.24 0.037 0.39 

1.48 0.053 0.41 

1.56 unsteady intermittent cavitation standard 0.3-0.7 0.16-0.49 

0 0 0.3-0.67 0.14-0.5 

0.18 0.001 0.46-0.67 0.14-0.5 

0.39 0.004 0.4-0.65 0.14-0.5 

0.6 0.009 0.4-0.65 0.15-0.45 

0.73 0.013 0.4-0.67 0.12-0.48 

0.88 0.018 0.4-0.66 0.11-0.49 

1.12 0.03 0.4-0.71 0.1-0.29 

1.42 0.048 0.35-0.75 0.11-0.3 

12 2.11 cloud / unsteady intermittent cavitation 0 0 0.45 0.35 

1.51 0.055 0.4-0.5 0.25-0.4 

a Note that L C 
max = L C for all steady regimes. 
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Fig. 3. Downstream evolution of the streamwise components of (A) the mean velocity (in form of the velocity defect) and (B) turbulence intensity (r.m.s.) and (C) the 

shear component of the Reynolds stress over the suction side of the guide vane model at the attack angle α = 3 ° for the following flow conditions: (1) σ = 1.26 when ( �) 

U inj / U 0 = 0.64 ( C μ = 0.01) and ( � ) U inj / U 0 = 1.32 ( C μ = 0.042) (subcavitating flow), (2) σ = 0.93 when ( �) U inj / U 0 = 0.65 ( C μ = 0.01) and ( � ) U inj / U 0 = 1.26 ( C μ = 0.038) (transi- 

tional regime / travelling bubbles), (3) σ = 0.87 when ( �) U inj / U 0 = 0.73 ( C μ = 0.013) and ( � ) U inj / U 0 = 1.28 ( C μ = 0.039) (cavitation surge / transitional regime) and (4) σ = 0.82 

when ( �) U inj / U 0 = 0.75 ( C μ = 0.013) and ( � ) U inj / U 0 = 1.25 ( C μ = 0.037) (cavitation surge). Symbols ( + ) correspond to the regime without injection, ( ♦) show the distribu- 

tions for the GV without modification. The solid and broken curves represent interfaces of the sheet cavities when they reach their maximum size: dots ( ••••••••••) –

U inj / U 0 = 0 for all the regimes when the cavity exists, short dashes ( ) – U inj / U 0 = 0.73 and 0.75 ( C μ = 0.013) when σ = 0.87 and 0.82, long dashes (——) – U inj / U 0 = 1.28 

and 1.25 ( C μ = 0.039 and 0.037) when σ = 0.87 and 0.82, solid line ( ) is for the unmodified GV. s denotes the position of the slot channel in the foil surface. The flow 

direction is from the left. 
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nus C = more than twice those for the injection-free case, so that

˜ u / U 0 = 0.23 ( x / C = 1; y / C = 0.024) ( Fig. 3 -B.1), with their amplitude

changed much less close to the wall. The behavior of the shear

stress with injection is quite similar: at low injection rates, it rises

as much as two times in the same point ( x / C = 1; y / C = 0.024) and

match almost completely at the wall (e.g., see Fig. 3 -C.1). Thus, the

low-speed injection leads to forced turbulization of the BL. An in-
rease of the injection rate up to U inj / U 0 = 1.32 ( C μ = 0.042) causes

hanges in distributions of the velocity characteristics so that they

ecome more uniform than the ones in the injection-free case. In

he cross-section x / C = 1, |( U –U 0 )|/ U 0 decreases from 0.59 to 0.48

ear the GV surface ( Fig. 3 -A.1) and the intensity of turbulent fluc-

uations and the amplitude of the Reynolds shear stress become

wo times smaller within the BL ( Fig. 3 -B.1 and C.1). A decrease of
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Fig. 4. Instantaneous images of partial cavities (top view) on the suction side of the (1) standard (without the slot) and (2, 3, 4) modified GV model at the attack angle 

α = 3 ° for the following conditions: (A) σ = 0.93 when (2) U inj / U 0 = 0 ( C μ = 0), (3) U inj / U 0 = 0.65 ( C μ = 0.01) and (4) U inj / U 0 = 1.26 ( C μ = 0.038) (transitional regime / travelling 

bubbles), (B) σ = 0.87 when (2) U inj / U 0 = 0 ( C μ = 0), (3) U inj / U 0 = 0.73 ( C μ = 0.013) and (4) U inj / U 0 = 1.28 ( C μ = 0.039) (cavitation surge / transitional regime) and (C) σ = 0.82 

when (2) U inj / U 0 = 0 ( C μ = 0), (3) U inj / U 0 = 0.75 ( C μ = 0.013) and (4) U inj / U 0 = 1.25 ( C μ = 0.037) (cavitation surge). For unsteady flow conditions, half images indicating two 

phases of the attached cavity evolution are shown together in the same picture when (left) it has the shortest (at the moment whereupon the cavity starts to grow) and 

(right) the longest length (just before the cavity interface breakup). The flow direction is from the top. Above is a side-view flow schematic. For details of the regime time 

dynamics, see complementary videos available at doi:10.1016/j.ijmultiphaseflow.2017.11.002 : movies 1 and 2 correspond to the regimes shown in Fig. 4 -A and B, respectively. 

https://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmultiphaseflow.2017.11.002
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both the intensity of velocity fluctuations and the shear stress in

absolute magnitude indicates a drag reduction of the hydrofoil. 

3.1.2. Transitional cavity / travelling bubbles 

When the cavitation number is reduced to σ = 1.04, cavitation

is initiated on the suction side of the modified GV model at the

distance of roughly 0.11 C from its leading edge in form of sepa-

rate transient bubbles. For σ = 0.93, the cavitation area is extended

downstream to 0.58 C ( Fig. 4 -A.2). Thus, the streamwise dimension

of the cavitating area is L C = 0.47 C . In case of the standard GV pro-

file, the cavitation area extension almost coincides with the one on

the modified hydrofoil, L C = 0.51 C (cf. Fig. 4 -A.1 and A.2). The max-

imum size of travelling bubbles D B on the standard GV shape turns

out to be larger (2.6 mm) than that on the modified foil (1.9 mm).

This difference is probably linked with the fact that the experi-

ments on the two shapes were conducted at periods separated

substantially in time, so their surface properties, such as wetta-

bility and roughness, could somewhat differ due to corrosion and

oxidation. Anyhow, this circumstance does not seem to be critical

for the problem under consideration as it influences only the flow

regimes at cavitation onset. In the injection-free case, a pressure

jump that must exist over the foil surface when crossing the slot

can hamper streamwise expansion of the cavitation area and make

the bubbles to collapse. Vortices originating and developing in the

separated BL behind the nozzle presumably due to disturbances

caused by the collapsing bubbles entrap clouds of microbubbles

arisen during these collapses and transfer them downstream where

they eventually dissipate ( Fig. 4 -A.2). When a low-speed wall jet

is generated, the initially observed transitional regime 3 of cavitat-

ing flow transforms into the typical transient bubble cavitation. An

example of this modification of the flow pattern is presented in

Fig. 4 -A.3 for the relative jet velocity of U inj / U 0 = 0.65 ( C μ = 0.01).

As seen, the injection results in an abrupt reduction in the spatial

density of travelling bubbles and a growth of their maximum size

up to D B = 5.4 mm when U inj / U 0 = 0.79 ( C μ = 0.015) (see Table 4 ).

The bubbles become larger since they remain unaffected by oth-

ers during a longer time interval due to their reduced density. The

LIF visualization shows that, in this regime, the wall jet is sta-

ble in time ( Fig. 5 -A.1) and spanwise uniform ( Fig. 5 -A.2). Con-

sequently, the only reason for the decay of the spatial density of

transient bubbles is an increase of the local pressure 4 over the

GV surface because of the injection but not, as one could ex-

pect, alternating jumps and drops of the local pressure ( Franc and

Michel, 1988 ) that could be, for instance, caused by pulsations of

the flow rate of the generated jet. The sensor measured pressure

inside the nozzle chamber registered no pressure pulsations for

all U inj / U 0 considered, which proves the above statement. A rise in

the velocity of the injected liquid up to U inj / U 0 = 1.26 ( C μ = 0.038)
3 Recall that this cavitation regime is intermediate between a steady cavity flow 

and unsteady cavitation conditions. In the latter case, autooscillations of an attached 

cavity length occur and, in the case of cloud cavitation, large-scale vapor clouds 

are periodically shed downstream. A transitional cavity is characterized by inter- 

mittent shedding of relatively small clouds and larger horseshoe-shaped ones from 

its closure. In the case when cavitation occurs in form of travelling bubbles, the 

transitional cavity is comprised of a large number of transient bubbles that grow, 

interact with each other and merge into larger structures but, once they reach a 

higher-pressure region, break up into smaller clouds consisting of vapor microbub- 

bles. 
4 It is clear that the wall jet discharging with a velocity lower than the local flow 

velocity (low-speed jet) slows the primary flow down nearby the injection point. 

The flow deceleration leads, in turn, to an increase of the local pressure in some 

region close to the slot position and, therefore, prompts a pressure growth over 

the whole GV suction side, which is the reason for the cavity shortening or even 

its disappearance. In contrast, the high-speed jet accelerates the liquid layers lying 

upstream of the slot owing to the ejection effect and reduces the pressure rise at 

the slot. Thus, the high-speed injection causes a decrease of the average pressure 

level over the hydrofoil and, as a result, makes the cavity to elongate. 
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eads to an opposite effect: the spatial density of travelling bub-

les grows ( Fig. 4 -A.4) and the maximum bubble diameter pre-

ictably decreases ( D B = 2.9 mm), with the flow regime unchanged.

he amount of the vapor phase, however, appears to be still lower

ompared to the one for the injection-free conditions ( Fig. 4 -A.2). 

In this regime, distributions of the mean velocity and turbu-

ence characteristics over the standard GV foil differ insignificantly

rom those for the subcavitating flow. However, for the modified

V profile, considerable changes in the distributions can be ob-

erved even in the case without forcing when the cavitation be-

omes more developed (cf. Fig. 3 -A .1, A .2, B.1, B.2, C.1 and C.2).

or instance, δBL increases from 0.03 C in the cross-section x / C = 0.7

nd 0.05 C at x / C = 1 (subcavitating flow, Fig. 3 -A.1) up to 0.04 C

nd 0.08 C in the same sections, respectively ( Fig. 3 -A.2). The mean

elocity turns out to be noticeably lower in the near-wall region

 y / C < 0.1) as compared to the subcavitating regime, so that its

inimum reaches U 

min / U 0 = 0.43 at x / C = 0.7 and U 

min / U 0 = 0.28

t x / C = 1. Meanwhile, turbulent fluctuations within the BL rise

p to ˜ u / U 0 = 0.21 ( x / C = 0.7) and 0.17 ( x / C = 1) ( Fig. 3 -B.2). The

eynolds shear stress expectedly remains negative and diminishes

o 〈 u υ〉 / U 0 
2 = –0.022 ( x / C = 0.7) and –0.01 ( x / C = 1) ( Fig. 3 -C.2).

his seems to occur because, in the transitional regime ( Fig. 4 -

.2), the transient bubbles regularly reaching the ‘backward-facing

tep’ disturb strongly the BL right before its separation. This dis-

urbed layer reattaches to the wall downstream, causing a further

urbulence intensification. When the injection with the low ve-

ocity of U inj / U 0 = 0.65 ( C μ = 0.01) is started, δBL is reduced prac-

ically two times down to 0.025 C ( x / C = 0.7) and 0.045 C ( x / C = 1)

ompared to the injection-free case ( Fig. 3 -A.2). The maximum

f the velocity fluctuations and the minimum of the shear stress

hift from y / C = 0.015 at x / C = 0.7 closer to the wall ( y / C = 0) and

heir amplitudes decrease significantly, so ˜ u / U 0 = 0.12 (halved) and

 u υ〉 / U 0 
2 = –0.005 (four and a half times smaller) ( Fig. 3 -B.2 and

.2). As discussed above, in this regime ( Fig. 4 -A.3) injection with

 low velocity causes a transformation of the cavitation type into

ravelling bubbles that almost do not interact with each other be-

ause of their low spatial density and rarely reach the ‘backward-

acing step’ as shown in Fig. 5 -A.1. Thus, the BL upstream of the

ozzle exit must be only weakly disturbed and, consequently, tur-

ulence within the downstream BL appears to be of a less intensity

 Fig. 3 -B.2). At x / C = 1, the corresponding peak of the turbulence in-

ensity and the valley of the Reynolds shear stress are also shifted

o the surface but their values practically coincide with those

or the unforced case: ˜ u / U 0 = 0.2 and 〈 u υ〉 / U 0 
2 = –0.01 ( Fig. 3 -B.2

nd C.2). An increase of the injection rate up to U inj / U 0 = 1.26

 C μ = 0.038) affects the velocity characteristics very little in the

ross-section x / C = 0.7 as compared to the low-speed injection con-

itions. However, near the trailing edge, the high-speed injection

akes the modulus of the velocity defect to diminish from |( U –

 0 )/ U 0 | = 0.92 for the unmodified GV foil to 0.45, and results in

 drop of the level of turbulent fluctuations and the shear stress

ore than two times. Hence, we can infer that the high-speed in-

ection is more preferable from the standpoint of flow hydrody-

amics. 

.1.3. Unsteady cavitation / transitional cavity 

A further minor decrease of σ to 0.87 results in destabilization

f the cavitating flow over both GV profiles when no forcing is

pplied. An attached cavity begins to oscillate at the reduced fre-

uency St = fL C 
max / U 0 ≈ 0.1, where f is the measured frequency of

ressure pulsations and L C 
max is the maximum length of cavitation

rea (attached cavity) ( Fig. 4 -B.1 and B.2). For the modified hydro-

oil, the streamwise dimension of the cavitation area changes from

ero when the cavitation vanishes completely to L C 
max = 0.51 C in

ts maximum. The travelling bubbles become small ( D B = 1.6 mm)

 Fig. 4 -B.2). For these flow conditions, the low-speed ( U inj / U 0 < 1)
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Fig. 5. Instantaneous LIF images of the wall jet discharging from the slot channel (marked as nozzle exit) with indicated flow structure captured (1) from the side and (2) at 

the angle of 25 ° in the vertical direction when (A) α = 3 °, σ = 0.93, U inj / U 0 = 0.65 ( C μ = 0.01) and (B) α = 9 °, σ = 2.17, U inj / U 0 = 0.21 ( C μ = 0.001). For details of the regime time 

dynamics, see complementary videos available at doi:10.1016/j.ijmultiphaseflow.2017.11.002 : movies 1 and 3 correspond to the regimes shown in Fig. 5-A and B, respectively. 
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njection of liquid allows the flow stabilization (e.g., see Fig. 4 -

.3). The cavitation area length initially diminishes to L C = 0.46 C

ut then gradually grows to 0.59 C with the injection rate and the

aximum size of transient bubbles increases up to D B = 3.6 mm

or U inj / U 0 = 0.85 ( C μ = 0.017) (see Table 4 ). Thus, the regime of

he cavitating flow over the modified GV section becomes tran-

itional like that presented in Fig. 4 -A.2. The hydroacoustic mea-

urements confirm this observation showing that the amplitude of

ressure pulsations for the fundamental harmonic A 0 occurring ini-

ially at frequency of f 0 = 20.9 Hz drops dramatically with the injec-

ion rate and turns out to be only slightly above the noise level

or U inj / U 0 > 0.4, with f 0 changed to 18.7 Hz (see Fig. 6 -A). It is

orth noting that, in the case when U inj / U 0 = 0.73 ( Fig. 4 -B.3), the

alue of the jet momentum coefficient C μ is merely 0.013, which

ndicates the smallness of the energy consumed to suppress the

ow unsteadiness in comparison with the energy of the flow it-

elf. A subsequent increase of U inj / U 0 up to 1.28 ( Fig. 4 -B.4) no

onger leads to modification of the regime of cavitating flow – it

emains transitional – but slightly augments the spatial density

f transient bubbles and elongates the cavitating area, diminish-

ng the transient bubbles in size down to D B = 2.6 mm. When the

avitation number is decreased again to σ = 0.82, the forcing does

ot change the cavitation pattern anymore (see Fig. 4 -C.2, C.3 and

.4). The cavitating flow keeps its unsteady behavior and the cavi-

ation sheet continues to oscillate (St ≈ 0.1), although the stream-

ise dimension of the cavitation area somewhat decreases from

 C 
max = 0.58 C for U inj / U 0 = 0 to 0.52 C for U inj / U 0 = 0.25 ( C μ = 0.002)

nd after that progressively increases to 0.7 C for U inj / U 0 = 1.25

 C μ = 0.037). In this regime, the injection has almost no effect on

he size of the transient bubbles ( D B ≈ 2 mm, see Table 4 ). Nev-

rtheless, the hydroacoustic measurements show that the ampli-

ude of pressure pulsations drops as U inj / U 0 is gradually increased

nd achieves its minimum when U inj / U 0 is about 0.75 ( C μ = 0.013).

fterwards, it grows almost linearly with the injection velocity

 Fig. 6 -B). The pressure transducer in the nozzle chamber appeared

o be also sensitive to these pressure pulsations but did not reveal

nything new. Hence, at small attack angles, the low-speed injec-

ion is more effective than the high-speed one for cavitation ham-

ering and suppression of instabilities or at least reduction of the

mplitude of pressure pulsations associated with the cavitation un-
teadiness. c  

S  
As for the steady flow conditions, in the unsteady regimes the

iquid injection shows almost no impact on the profiles of the

ean and fluctuating velocities nor the shear stress upstream of

he ‘backward-facing step’ (cf. the profiles in the cross-sections

 / C = 0.1 and 0.4 in Fig. 3 ). This means that the interaction of an

ttached cavity with the generated wall jet upstream of the slot

osition can occur only due to changes in the local pressure distri-

ution along the foil surface and is independent of the turbulent

tructure, which partly proves the conjecture on the pressure rise

ver the GV surface due to the low-speed injection drawn above

rom the visual data (see Section 3.1.2 ). Under the unsteady flow

onditions at σ = 0.87 and σ = 0.82, for all the cases presented in

ig. 3 -A.3 and A.4, including the injection-free one, δBL increases

p to 0.05 C at x / C = 0.7 and 0.11 C at x / C = 1 with respect to those at

= 0.93. As seen, an additional momentum supply does not influ-

nce δBL but makes the mean velocity to decrease to some extent

n the near-wall region ( y / C < 0.1), especially at the low injection

ates with U inj / U 0 = 0.73 ( C μ = 0.013) at σ = 0.87 and U inj / U 0 = 0.75

 C μ = 0.013) at σ = 0.82. For these injection velocities, the mean

elocity U becomes lesser by 0.4 U 0 at x / C = 0.7 and 0.1 U 0 at x / C = 1

or σ = 0.87 and by 0.21 U 0 and 0.15 U 0 in the same cross-sections

or σ = 0.82 compared to the unforced case (see Fig. 3 -A.3 and

.4). It can be noted that, when the transition to unsteady cav-

tation regimes occurs, the mean velocity distributions appear to

e very similar for both modified and standard GV shapes ( Fig. 3 -

.3 and A.4) but such a statement cannot be made for the turbu-

ent characteristics (see Fig. 3 -B.3, B.4, C.3 and C.4). For instance, at

= 0.87 the turbulence intensity is higher ( ̃  u / U 0 = 0.22 at x / C = 1)

or the modified GV foil without injection than the ones for the

tandard GV profile and the modified GV model with the low-

r high-speed injections ( ̃  u / U 0 ≈ 0.15) in the same cross-section

 Fig. 3 -B.3). This is apparently linked with the difference in shapes

f the two hydrofoils, especially due to the ‘backward-facing step’

 Fig. 2 ), and the flow regime transformation to the transitional one

hen the injection rate is nonzero ( Fig. 4 -B.3). Thus, we can in-

er that, under unsteady flow conditions at σ = 0.87, the injection

llows a reduction of the turbulence intensity, at best approach-

ng the level of turbulent fluctuations to that for the standard

ydrofoil. At σ = 0.82, neither the low- nor high-speed injections

re able to make the distributions of the turbulent characteristics

loser to those for the standard GV model ( Fig. 3 -B.4 and C.4).

o, in the cross-section x / C = 1, ˜ u / U 0 = 0.12 and 0.18 for the stan-

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmultiphaseflow.2017.11.002
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Fig. 6. Power spectra of pressure pulsations (fast Fourier transform) dependence on the injection velocity (left) and tables containing actual values of the pressure pulsation 

amplitudes at various injection velocities (right) for the modified GV model under unsteady cavitating flow conditions when (A) α = 3 °, σ = 0.87, (B) α = 3 °, σ = 0.82 and 

(C) α = 9 °, σ = 1.56. Here, f 0 , f 1 are frequencies and A 0 , A 1 are non-dimensional amplitudes for the fundamental and first higher harmonics, respectively. f n ≈ 7.7 Hz is the 

natural frequency of the cavitation tunnel at all regimes, including non-cavitating, independent of the injection rate and even in the case of free test channel (i.e., without 

hydrofoil) and A n is its non-dimensional amplitude that is substantially smaller than A 0 for unsteady flow conditions. 
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dard and modified vanes, respectively, independently of the injec-

tion rate (see Fig. 3 -B.4). The distributions of the Reynolds stress

in general repeat the behavior of the turbulence intensity except

for the sign ( Fig. 3 -C.4). As seen in the visual data ( Fig. 4 -C.3 and

C.4), at this regime the injection effect on the attached cavity is

also weakly pronounced. This is in accordance with the above con-

clusions concerning the effectiveness of the low- and high-speed

injections to hinder the cavitation development and enhance the

hydrodynamic characteristics of the GV model at low attack angles.

3.2. Large attack angle ( α = 9 °) 

3.2.1. Cavitation sheet / subcavitating flow 

At the higher incidence angle, the hydrodynamic structure of

the subcavitating flow ( σ = 2.82) around the modified GV model
ubstantially differs from that at the smaller inclination ( σ = 1.26),

imilar to the standard foil. The BL turns out to be thicker (cf.

igs. 3 -A.1 and 7 -A.1) and more turbulent (cf. Figs. 3 -B.1 and 7 -

.1, 3 -C.1 and 7 -C.1) with respect to the case of α = 3 °, though

he mean flow velocity U 0 is reduced as the attack angle is in-

reased. At α = 9 °, δBL on the modified GV section grows up to

.04 C at x / C = 0.7 and 0.1 C at x / C = 1 ( Fig. 7 -A.1) as compared to

.03 C and 0.045 C for α = 3 ° at the same cross-sections ( Fig. 3 -A.1).

t the trailing edge ( x / C = 1), the maximum of turbulent fluctua-

ions ( ̃  u / U 0 = 0.19) and the minimum of the Reynolds shear stress

 〈 u υ〉 / U 0 
2 = –0.015) appear to be higher and lower, respectively,

han those for α = 3 ° ( ̃  u / U 0 = 0.16 and 〈 u υ〉 / U 0 
2 = –0.007), both

hifted away from the wall to y / C = 0.07 (cf. Figs. 3 -B.1 and 7 -B.1,

 -C.1 and 7 -C.1). As found earlier by Timoshevskiy et al. (2016) , at
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Fig. 7. Downstream evolution of the streamwise components of (A) the mean velocity (in form of the velocity defect) and (B) turbulence intensity (r.m.s.) and (C) the 

shear component of the Reynolds stress over the suction side of the guide vane model at the attack angle α = 9 ° for the following conditions: (1) σ = 2.82 when ( �) 

U inj / U 0 = 0.22 ( C μ = 0.001) and ( � ) U inj / U 0 = 1.66 ( C μ = 0.066) (subcavitating flow), (2) σ = 2.17 when ( �) U inj / U 0 = 0.21 ( C μ = 0.001) and ( � ) U inj / U 0 = 1.55 ( C μ = 0.058) (sheet 

cavity / subcavitating flow) and (3) σ = 1.56 when ( �) U inj / U 0 = 0.88 ( C μ = 0.018) and ( � ) U inj / U 0 = 1.42 ( C μ = 0.048) (unsteady cavity). Symbols ( + ) correspond to the regime 

without injection, ( ♦) show the distributions for the GV without modification. The solid and broken curves represent interfaces of the sheet cavities when they reach their 

maximum size: dots ( ) – U inj / U 0 = 0 for all the regimes when the cavity exists, short dashes ( ) – U inj / U 0 = 0.88 ( C μ = 0.018) when σ = 1.56, long dashes ( ) 

– U inj / U 0 = 1.55 and 1.42 ( C μ = 0.058 and 0.048) for σ = 2.17 and 1.56, solid line ( ) is for the unmodified GV. The location of flow separation is marked by symbol ( �) 

when U inj / U 0 = 0 ( C μ = 0) and ( ◦) when U inj / U 0 = 0.21 ( C μ = 0.001) for σ = 2.83 and 2.17, symbol ( ×) corresponds to similar regimes for the unmodified GV. s denotes the 

position of the slot channel in the foil surface. The flow direction is from the left. 
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= 9 ° a subcavitating flow separates from the surface of the stan-

ard GV profile approximately at x / C = 0.72. When no injection is

pplied, the BL separation point on the modified GV model is dis-

laced downstream to x / C = 0.85 5 ( Fig. 7 -A.1), due to delayed BL

urbulization linked with the difference in the foil shapes ( Fig. 2 )

imilar to α = 3 ° discussed in Section 3.1.1 . As a result, the BL on

he modified foil occurs to be thinner ( Fig. 7 -A.1) and less turbu-

ent ( Fig. 7 -B.1 and C.1) compared to the standard one. The low-

peed injection with U inj / U 0 = 0.22 ( C μ = 0.001) makes the sepa-

ation point to move upstream to x / C = 0.66, whereas the high-

peed one with U inj / U 0 = 1.66 ( C μ = 0.0 6 6) shifts it downstream

o the GV trailing edge ( x / C = 1). The reason of the separation

oint translocation is the primary flow deceleration or acceler-

tion by the low/high-speed injection (details are provided in

ection 3.1.2 ). Correspondingly, the BL thickness, turbulence in-

ensity and Reynolds shear stress in absolute value grow or drop

ith respect to the unforced flow, depending on the injection con-

itions. So, at the trailing edge δBL becomes equal to 0.14 C and

.055 C, ˜ u achieves the values of 0.25 U ( y / C = 0.11) and 0.19 U 
0 0 

5 The backward flow can be recognized in those plots where the velocity defect 

 U –U 0 )/ U 0 < –1. 

l  

c  

b  
 y / C = 0.005) and 〈 u υ〉 changes to –0.027 U 0 
2 ( y / C = 0.11) and –

.014 U 0 
2 ( y / C = 0.005) for the low- and high-speed injections, re-

pectively. As observable in Fig. 7 , the distributions of the mean

nd turbulent characteristics are very similar for the subcavitating

nd sheet-cavity flows at the higher incidence angle, so this dis-

ussion is also valid for the latter ( Fig. 7 -A.2, B.2 and C.2). Thus,

ased on the above findings we deduce again that, for the steady

egimes at higher attack angles, the high-speed wall jet is capable

o enhance the hydrodynamic quality of the GV model (measured

ift and drag coefficients can be found in Kozhukharov et al., 1985 ),

hile the injection with a low velocity causes turbulence intensi-

cation over the GV surface, thereby impairing its hydrodynamic

haracteristics. 

The high-speed imaging reveals that, at α = 9 ° and for σ = 2.3

n the absence of injection ( U inj / U 0 = 0), cavitation is initiated right

ehind the leading edge of both hydrofoils (at x / C = 0.01) as a va-

or sheet. When σ = 2.17, the attached cavity length is L C / C = 0.08

nd 0.13 for the standard and modified hydrofoils, respectively

 Fig. 8 -A.1 and A.2). This difference in the cavity lengths is most

ikely related to the uncertainty of the attack angle setting be-

ause, at higher incidences, an incipient attached cavity appears to

e very susceptible even to small deviations in the foil inclination.
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Fig. 8. Instantaneous images of partial cavities (top view) on the suction side of the (1) standard (without the slot) and (2, 3, 4) modified guide vane model at the attack 

angle α = 9 ° for the following flow conditions: (A) σ = 2.17 when (2) U inj / U 0 = 0 ( C μ = 0), (3) U inj / U 0 = 0.21 ( C μ = 0.001) and (4) U inj / U 0 = 1.55 ( C μ = 0.058) (sheet cavity / 

subcavitating flow) and (B) σ = 1.56 when (2) U inj / U 0 = 0 ( C μ = 0), (3) U inj / U 0 = 0.88 ( C μ = 0.018) and (4) U inj / U 0 = 1.42 ( C μ = 0.048) (unsteady cavity). For unsteady flow 

conditions, half images indicating two phases of the attached cavity evolution are shown together in the same picture when (left) it has the shortest (at the moment 

whereupon the cavity starts to grow) and (right) the longest length (just before the cavity interface breakup). The flow direction is from the top. Above is a side-view flow 

schematic. For details of the regime time dynamics, see complementary videos available at doi:10.1016/j.ijmultiphaseflow.2017.11.002 : movie 3 corresponds to the regime 

shown in Fig. 8-A. 
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However, when the cavitation number is decreased and the cavity

becomes more developed, its response to these changes becomes

less and less pronounced. Once the injection is started, the sheet

cavity length diminishes rapidly as the injection rate is increased

and vanishes completely at the relative injection velocity slightly

above U inj / U 0 = 0.045 ( C μ = 4 �10 −5 ) (see Table 4 ). Such a high sen-

sitivity of the cavitation sheet to the injection and its anomalous

behavior in this regime can be explained as follows. According to

LIF visualization ( Fig. 5 -B.1), the wall jet discharging from the slot

nozzle at low flow rates (e.g., see Fig. 8 -A.3) exhibits strong dis-

turbances caused by its interplay with a well-developed re-entrant

jet moving backward. The re-entrant jet momentum turns out to

be occasionally higher than that of the wall jet, forcing the wall jet

to deflect from the foil surface, resulting sometimes in its choking

inside the nozzle chamber, with a small recirculation zone formed

upstream of the slot position ( Fig. 5 -B.1). However, this is the case

only for the central part of the wall jet, whereas no irregulari-

ties appear along both sides of the test channel (see Fig. 5 -B.2). In

addition to the average pressure growth over the GV surface that

might be caused by the introduction (constant on average) of the
ow-speed wall jet into the primary flow (see Section 3.1.2 ), it is

ery likely that there is another reason for the cavitation sheet to

isappear. The flow perturbations occurring in the central part of

he wall jet might produce disturbances in the local pressure field

hat propagate upstream and disrupt the steady flow conditions

lose to the foil leading edge, necessary for the existence of an at-

ached cavity ( Franc and Michel, 1988 ), thereby preventing its for-

ation. This conjecture is indirectly proved by an increase of the

mplitude of turbulent fluctuations ( Fig. 7 -B.2). A subsequent in-

rease of the injection rate does not change the flow pattern until

t reaches the threshold of approximately U inj / U 0 = 0.7 ( C μ = 0.011).

hen this critical value is attained, the sheet cavity revives and

ts length increases with the growth of the wall jet momentum so

hat, at U inj / U 0 = 1.07 ( C μ = 0.028) (not shown) and U inj / U 0 = 1.55

 C μ = 0.058) ( Fig. 8 -A.4), L C / C = 0.17 and 0.27, respectively. It seems

hat, when U inj / U 0 > 0.7, the wall jet momentum is sufficient to

vercome the re-entrant jet, unchoke the flow from the slot across

he whole GV span and, as a result, make the flow conditions up-

tream of the nozzle invariable. Thus, at higher foil inclinations,

he low-speed wall jet appears to be effective again for cavitation

https://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmultiphaseflow.2017.11.002
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Fig. 9. Periods of the attached cavity pulsations T normalized to the characteristic flow-through time of the GV model C / U 0 against the maximum cavity length for both 

modified and unmodified hydrofoils. The symbol size was chosen to represent the measurement uncertainty of the quantities for both coordinate axes. 
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ampering or even its total suppression whereas the high-speed

njection provokes a sheet cavity growth and, consequently, leads

o a faster transition to unsteady regimes. 

.2.2. Unsteady cavitation 

Under unsteady flow conditions (e.g., see Fig. 8 -B.2), typical

loud cavitation with 0.3 < St < 0.45 was never registered on the

odified GV model, unlike the standard hydrofoil ( Fig. 8 -B.1) for

hich the cloud cavitation occurred in a narrow range on the cav-

tation number between 1.68 and 1.56 (see Fig. 9 ). Instead, un-

teady intermittent regimes without a pronounced periodicity of

he cavity length oscillations and cloud shedding were observed.

uch a cavity dynamics is likely to be conditioned by the follow-

ng. First, since the maximum GV thickness H 

max is at x max ≈ 0.44 C

hat is rather remote from the leading edge, the primary flow is

ontracted at a relatively far distance from the foil leading edge,

hich, in turn, obstructs a regular development of the re-entrant

et – the main mechanism of the cloud cavitation instability in

he present research. 6 Consequently, the attached cavity becomes

onger than it is needed for the conventional cloud cavitation to

ccur and, thereby, sensitive to pressure variations in the test sec-

ion ( Callenaere et al., 2001 ). Secondly, the ‘backward-facing step’

n the GV surface represents a barrier for the re-entrant jet and,

hus, impedes its development ( Kawanami et al., 1997 ), which re-

uires an additional momentum for the reverse flow to pass it

hrough. All these lead to the conclusion that a cavitation sheet
6 We presume it is the mechanism associated with development of a re-entrant 

et which is responsible for the transition to periodic large-scale cloud cavitation 

ut not the one related to propagation of a bubbly shock. This is because the 

heet cavities are comprised of pure vapor phase without gas inclusions and liq- 

id bridges (which is proved by their glossy interface in the visual data). Thus, a 

igh-void-fraction bubbly mixture (that would result in a frothy cavity interface) 

equired for the formation of condensation shocks due to reduced sound speed 

 Reisman et al., 1998; Ganesh et al., 2016 ) is practically absent in the cavity sep- 

ration region. 

g  

c  

s  

t  

g

n the modified GV profile at higher attack angles is susceptible

o both types of instabilities – re-entrant jet and cavitation surge

 Fig. 9 ). That is why, at σ = 1.56 ( Fig. 8 -B.2), its maximum length

hanges in the range between L C 
max = 0.3 C and 0.7 C (see Table 4 )

ather than from 0.4 C to 0.6 C as it would be in the case of typ-

cal cloud cavitation. Hence, the cavitation behavior in unsteady

egimes at higher angles of attack is conditioned by superposition

f the two instabilities. 7 Therefore, frequencies at which these pul-

ations of the cavity length occur do not fully correspond to the

iapason of self-resonant frequencies of any unsteadiness but are

ispersed in a wider range. The measured periods of the cavity os-

illations shown in Fig. 9 and compared with those for the stan-

ard foil confirm this inference. Because of simultaneous receptiv-

ty of the cavitation sheet to both instabilities, periods of the cav-

ty length oscillations additionally include cycles with intermediate

nd shorter cavity lengths compared to the cloud cavitation condi-

ions ( Fig. 9 ). As a result, at high attack angles the generated wall

et appears to be incapable of influencing unsteady cavitation to

he extent needed to delay the development of flow instabilities.

he low-speed injection brought about only a minor shortening of

he cavity length ( Fig. 8 -B.3 and Table 4 ) but a twofold reduction

f the amplitude of pressure pulsations ( Fig. 6 -C). Conversely, the

igh-speed jet leads to a slight extension of the attached cavity

 Fig. 8 -B.4 and Table 4 ) and a fivefold growth of the amplitude of

ressure pulsations ( Fig. 6 -C) similar to the case for the small in-

idence angle ( Fig. 6 -B). In general, an increase of the attack an-

le leads to a thickening of the attached cavity, so that, when the

avity vertical dimension becomes larger than the ‘backward-facing

tep’ height, the step weakly affects the flow evolution facilitating

he development of re-entrant jet. Thus, the higher the attack an-

le is, the less effective the injection will be. 
7 It is known ( Callenaere et al., 2001 ) that the instabilities do not interfere. 
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Fig. 10. Dependence of the maximum streamwise dimension of cavitation area (at- 

tached cavity length) L max 
C on the modified GV section in comparison with the one 

on the standard hydrofoil L max 
C0 upon the injection velocity. Here, U cr1 

in j 
and U cr2 

in j 
are 

the first and second critical values of the injection velocity. The symbol size was 

chosen to represent the measurement uncertainty of the quantities for both coordi- 

nate axes. 

Fig. 11. Dependence of the amplitude of pressure pulsations for the fundamental 

harmonic with regard to the one for the unforced flow conditions upon the in- 

jection velocity. Here, U cr1 
in j 

and U cr2 
in j 

are the first and second critical values of the 

injection velocity. The symbol size was chosen to represent the measurement un- 

certainty of the quantities for both coordinate axes. 
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The mean velocity profiles for the unsteady regime at σ = 1.56

look quite similar for both foil shapes and are independent of the

injection rate ( Fig. 7 -A.3) but differ remarkably from those for the

steady flow conditions at σ = 2.17 ( Fig. 7 -A.2). First, in case of the

unsteady cavity flow, the mean velocity profiles are smoother be-

cause they are averaged over a collection of instants that are dis-

persed over various stages of the cavity oscillation cycles. Second,

no reverse flow downstream of the cavity and, consequently, no

stationary BL separation from the surface of both hydrofoils are

visible in the graphs ( Fig. 7 -A.3). For this, there exist two rea-

sons. The first one is that, at this unsteady regime, the flow con-

ditions presumably change too fast to form a separation region for

which a longer period of stable evolution seems to be required. The

other cause is linked with increased turbulence level within the

BL due to additional disturbances produced in the cavity closure,

which might delay the flow separation. It is worth noting that in

all unsteady regimes considered, the instantaneous velocity distri-

butions within the flow region where a sheet cavity exists (cavity

region) were essentially measured at the moments in which lo-

cal spatial density of the seeding particles used for PIV was suffi-

cient ( Kravtsova et al., 2014 ). This is the case when such a region

is almost free of cavitation, i.e. either the cavity size is substan-

tially diminished or the vapor phase is significantly dissipated, so

that its local concentration is very low. Thus, the mean velocity

and turbulent characteristics within the cavity region turn out to

be dependent upon the phase of the cavity growth-reduction cy-

cle. Besides, the sampling range of the instantaneous velocity vec-

tors within the cavity region is significantly decreased with respect

to the rest of the flow where cavitation never occurs, which re-

sults in an increased measurement error of the statistical quan-

tities ( Kravtsova et al., 2014 ). Unlike the mean velocity, distribu-

tions of the turbulent characteristics for the modified and standard

GV models differ, irrespective of the injection conditions ( Fig. 7 -

B.3 and C.3). The amplitudes of turbulent fluctuations and the

Reynolds shear stress in absolute values appear to be generally

one and a half or two times higher for the modified GV profile.

So, at x / C = 1 ˜ u max / U 0 = 0.27 and 〈 u υ〉 max / U 0 
2 = –0.025 compared

with ˜ u max / U 0 = 0.17 and 〈 u υ〉 max / U 0 
2 = –0.012 for the standard foil.

As already discussed, this is directly connected with the differ-

ence in geometries of the two vanes ( Fig. 2 ). In general, it can

be inferred that the PIV measurements fully confirm the conclu-

sion drawn from the visual observations that the wall jet is prac-

tically ineffective for manipulation of unsteady cavitating flow at

relatively high angles of attack. 

3.3. Summary 

Figs. 10 and 11 sum up the observed effects on the cavitating

flow management by a wall jet. As seen, the streamwise dimension

of the cavitation area in the case of transient bubbles or attached

cavity length for cavitation sheet can be successfully reduced at

most by 0.25 C using the low-speed injection ( U inj / U 0 < 1) (dark

grey region in Fig. 10 ). The injection appears to be entirely effective

for U inj < U 

cr1 
in j 

= 0 . 9 U 0 , partially effective when U 

cr1 
in j 

< U inj < U 

cr2
in j 

and ineffective or even harmful for U inj > U 

cr2 
in j 

= 1 . 43 U 0 from the

standpoint of cavitation hampering, independent of the cavitation

parameter and the incidence angle. However, as mentioned above,

the high-speed injection allows improvement of the hydrodynamic

quality of the hydrofoil by decreasing its drag coefficient and in-

creasing its lift ( Kozhukharov et al., 1985 ). Fig. 10 shows that the

most impact of the injection (i.e., the highest diminishing of the

cavitation streamwise extent) is achieved for small angles of attack

and low injection rates. For higher incidence angles, the present

control method becomes less effective but it still allows a reduc-

tion of the cavity length by 0.11 C at U inj / U 0 = 0.66. Likewise, un-
er unsteady flow conditions, the amplitudes of pressure pulsa-

ions for the fundamental harmonic A 0 (expressed in decibels with

espect to the injection-free case) depend upon the wall jet ve-

ocity ( Fig. 11 ). In unsteady regimes, the best efficiency of this

ontrol technique is reached at small incidences and low injec-

ion velocities 0 < U inj < U 

cr1 
in j 

= 0 . 58 U 0 . In particular, when α = 3 °

nd σ = 0.87, the unsteadiness is shown ( Figs. 4 -B.3 and 6 -A) to be

ompletely suppressed and the amplitude of pressure pulsations

alls by 25 dB ( Fig. 11 ). For lower cavitation numbers, A 0 can be

ecreased only by 9 dB at most. For the higher foil inclination, the

mplitude drop appears to be even smaller and does not exceed

 dB ( Fig. 11 ). It is also worth noting that the peak heights and

hapes in the pressure pulsation power spectra differ noticeably

or α = 3 ° and 9 ° ( Fig. 6 -B and C). For example, in the injection-free

ase, the maximum for α = 3 ° turns out to be 15 times higher and

onsiderably narrower than the one at α = 9 °. This is because, at

he small attack angle, the cavity flow unsteadiness is conditioned
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i

nly by the development of cavitation surge instability, whereas

t the larger incidence superposition of the cavitation surge and

e-entrant jet instabilities occurs (see Section 3.2.2 ), leading to a

ispersion of cavity lengths and periods of its oscillations over a

ider range ( Fig. 9 ). Consequently, at higher foil inclinations, the

erturbations of local pressure induced by the cavity pulsations

urn out to be distributed in a broader frequency range and their

mplitudes are depressed. Thus, in practice under similar cavitat-

ng conditions, the risk of occurrence of resonance phenomena

eems to be considerably lower for the modified GV model. 

. Conclusions 

Applying a high-speed imaging, time-resolved LIF visualization,

D PIV technique and hydroacoustic pressure measurements, a

ovel method of active control of cavitation has been investigated

sing a wall jet generated by continuous tangential liquid injec-

ion through a spanwise slot in the surface of a two-dimensional

ydrofoil and its effectiveness has been assessed. The experiments

ere carried out on a scaled-down model of guide vanes (GV) of

 Francis turbine at the attack angle α = 3 and 9 ° for different

egimes, starting from a subcavitating flow and finishing by un-

teady regimes with developed attached cavities. The momentum

oefficient of the wall jet C μ did not exceed 0.0 6 6, which implies

hat the amount of energy consumed for manipulation is small

ompared to that of the primary flow. The effects of liquid injec-

ion on the cavitation inception and development as well as mod-

fication of the attached cavity pattern and cavitating flow regime

re considered for different relative strengths of the wall jet de-

ned by the velocity ratio U inj / U 0 . Comparison of the measured

istributions of mean velocity and turbulent characteristics around

he GV model with slot and the unmodified profile revealed a se-

ies of distinctive flow features dictated by the difference in shapes

f the two hydrofoils and the liquid injection rates. 

At small incidence angles, the low-speed ( U inj / U 0 < 1) injection

as found to mitigate cavitation under steady flow conditions,

hortening the streamwise dimension of cavitation area, reducing

he spatial density of transient bubbles (simultaneously increasing

heir size), and, under certain conditions, delaying the evolution of

avitating flow regime and suppressing the development of flow

nstabilities. This occurs because of a rise of local pressure over

he GV surface caused by a slowdown of the primary flow due to

he low-speed wall jet nearby the slot position. Besides, the low-

peed injection also leads to a growth of turbulence intensity over

he GV section and in its wake, which, in turn, increases the foil

rag and, thus, impairs its hydrodynamic quality. The high-speed

 U inj / U 0 > 1) injection is on the contrary more preferable from the

tandpoint of flow hydrodynamics. However, it causes the cavita-

ion to initiate at higher cavitation numbers as compared to the

nforced (without injection) case or, in other words, the flow be-

omes more cavitation-prone. The reason for this is an accelera-

ion of the liquid layers upstream of the slot owing to the ejection

ffect and, consequently, a decrease of the average pressure level

ver the hydrofoil, which makes the cavity to elongate. In most

nsteady regimes, this control method turns out to be, however,

nable to suppress the flow unsteadiness but allows a substantial

rop of the amplitude of pressure pulsations associated with os-

illations of the streamwise dimension of an attached cavity. The

bove findings are in general also valid for larger angles of attack

ut the higher the incidence angle is, the less effective the imple-

ented control method becomes. 

At higher foil inclinations, a stable cavitation sheet can be com-

letely removed from the GV surface by the low-speed injection,

amely for 0.045 〈 U inj / U 0 < 0.7, when the wall jet and a re-entrant

et counteract continuously. This results in strong disturbances that

resumably propagate upstream and destabilize the flow close to
he foil leading edge, which is unfavorable for a sheet cavity to

orm. When U inj / U 0 > 1, in addition to the average pressure drop

ver the GV section, the wall jet momentum is likely to be suffi-

ient to overcome the re-entrant jet and turn it away from the slot

hannel, leading to the establishment of steady flow conditions and

eappearance of the cavitation sheet. Under unsteady flow condi-

ions, typical cloud cavitation was never registered on the modi-

ed GV model. Instead, unsteady intermittent regimes without a

ronounced periodicity of the cavity length oscillations and cloud

hedding process were observed. Such cavity dynamics is first con-

itioned by the maximum GV thickness being remote from the

eading edge. Thus, the primary flow is contracted over a relatively

ar distance from the foil leading edge, which, in turn, obstructs

 regular development of the re-entrant jet regarded as the main

echanism of the cloud cavitation instability in this study. Conse-

uently, the attached cavity becomes longer than it is needed for

he conventional cloud cavitation to occur and, thereby, sensitive

o pressure variations in the test section. Secondly, the ‘backward-

acing step’ on the GV surface formed by the slot channel and its

ip represents a barrier for the re-entrant jet, which requires an

dditional momentum for the reverse flow to pass it through. All

hese lead to the conclusion that a cavitation sheet on the modi-

ed GV profile at higher attack angles is susceptible to both types

f instabilities – re-entrant jet and cavitation surge – and its be-

avior is conditioned by their superposition. 

In general, the obtained results clearly demonstrate the capa-

ility of the implemented method of flow control to manipulate

avitation under certain conditions. The streamwise dimension of

he cavitation area in the case of transient bubbles or attached

avity length for cavitation sheet can be successfully reduced at

ost by 0.25 C using the low-speed injection ( U inj / U 0 < 1). The

njection appears to be entirely effective for U inj < 0.9 U 0 , partially

ffective when 0.9 U 0 < U inj < 1.43 U 0 and ineffective or even harm-

ul for U inj > 1.43 U 0 from the standpoint of cavitation hamper-

ng, independent of the cavitation parameter and the incidence an-

le. In unsteady regimes, the best efficiency of this control tech-

ique is reached at small incidences and low injection veloci-

ies 0 < U inj < 0.58 U 0 . Under such conditions, the unsteadiness can

e completely suppressed in some cases, with the amplitude of

ressure pulsations falling by 25 dB. However, for lower cavitation

umbers and higher attack angles, the pressure pulsations am-

litude can be decreased only by 5–9 dB at most. Application of

his method in real full-scale industrial facilities can potentially

roaden the range of operation conditions of hydraulic equipment

nd avoid some undesirable unsteady regimes. Moreover, in un-

teady regimes at higher angles of attack, dominant frequencies

f pressure pulsations associated with oscillations of an attached

avity length and cloud shedding process turn out to be dispersed

ver a broader range, with their amplitudes substantially decreased

by an order of magnitude or even more), because of simultaneous

evelopment of the two cavitation instabilities – cavitation surge

nd re-entrant jet. Thus, in practice under similar cavitating condi-

ions, the risk of resonance can be considerably reduced in the case

f modified GV model. Despite the thorough study performed, fur-

her systematic investigations are evidently required for a deeper

nderstanding of the physics of the registered phenomena and op-

imization of the operating parameters of the control method. 
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